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Abstract: Retail enterprises are embracing new technologies to provide innovative services to cus-
tomers and engage them. Unmanned retail stores offer a completely new seamless shopping expe-
rience for customers. Moreover, artificial intelligence (AI) technology and sophisticated customer
behavior should be explored in depth to develop a smart system to serve customers. This study
focused on achieving a sustainable user experience with a smart system installed in an autonomous
store. The development of core functions and a rule-based knowledge set are regarded as the most
important tasks in designing autonomous services. In the case study, the core functions were devel-
oped on the basis of the design science concept and the rule-based knowledge set was constructed
using the action research approach. The developed smart system was optimized to understand
in-store customer behavior by continuously observing and refining the user experience. The prac-
tical experience of this study provides insights into AI technology use in retailing and can guide
enterprises in developing smart systems.

Keywords: user experience; smart retail; self-service technology; autonomous store

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of technology and changes in consumption patterns, the
retail industry worldwide is attempting to develop new retail practices. Brick-and-mortar
retailers continue to seek innovative approaches to attract consumers to their stores for
sustaining the revenue base. Digital technologies, such as mobile apps and mobile payment,
have become indispensable tools for business competition.

Retail enterprises are seeking new technologies, and they are dependent on technolog-
ical progress. The ninth UN Sustainable Development Goal of “Industry, innovation and
infrastructure” describes the aim of building resilient infrastructure, promoting inclusive
and sustainable industrialization, and fostering innovation [1]. The autonomous store,
an example of new technology in retail, uses cameras and computer vision to create a
fully automated, frictionless, self-guided shopping experience. By reducing friction and
increasing productivity, the autonomous store plays a key role in introducing and promot-
ing new technologies that improve customer experiences and enable a more efficient use
of resources.

To provide a superior consumer experience, many retailers have adopted self-service
technologies (SSTs) to save the consumer time spent in checkout queues. For example,
in 2017, Amazon designed an unmanned retail store driven by artificial intelligence (AI)
technology and provided its customers with a counterless shopping experience. By 2021,
Amazon was expected to extend from using a mobile payment app to adopting hand-
recognition technology for identifying shoppers, tracking their behavior, and completing
the checkout process.

In the new retail context, retailers have begun their journeys toward being more
customer-centric to improve the retailer–consumer relation by adopting new technologies,
such as AI, big data, Internet of Things, robots, social media, and virtual reality [2,3]. For
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example, they have been paying increasing attention to fields such as product digitalization
and consumer behavior analysis. Knowing how technology innovations would influence
retailers and engage customers is the key to the future of retailing [4–6]. Moreover, under-
standing how user experience would sustain as a suitable knowledge base is critical for
establishing a successful retail service [7,8].

Therefore, the following research question is considered in this paper: how to develop
a smart system to support an autonomous store and sustain user experiences in diverse
situations. To answer this question, this paper proposes a model for designing the core
functions that should be involved in developing a self-learning system and using rule-based
knowledge with user experience to optimize the smart system to make it smart. Finally,
on the basis of the strategy response for predefined rules and observations, fine-grained
customer behaviors are integrated into an autonomous store operation.

Several contributions are made by this research. First of all, this research provides
guidelines for developing an autonomous store and assists retail enterprises in understand-
ing the implementation process. Second, this research is the first to conduct analyses of
user experience by actively identifying customer behaviors in-store during the shopping
journey. Furthermore, the data were collected from a real convenience store and validated
by experienced experts, thereby increasing confidence in results. Finally, we adopted
design science concepts and the action research approach to iteratively verify the system
learning process to achieve the desired result.

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. In the next section, we review the
literature to understand the technological retail revolution. These are the most successful
in-store technologies that enhance and sustain the user experience. In the following section,
we explain design science and the action research methodology used in our research
procedure. Next, we demonstrate and evaluate the smart system’s learning and its results.
Finally, we discuss the topics that can be addressed in future studies and conclude.

2. Conceptual Background

Stores, customers, and goods form the core elements of retailing. With advances in new
technology, retailing has been evolving, redefining itself, and shifting into new paradigms,
such as new retail or smart retail. However, the essence of retailing, which is a business
activity that occurs during the interaction between consumers and goods, has not changed.
New technologies continue to be a critical element of the retailing revolution [3,9]. It is crit-
ical to understand how technology (e.g., self-service devices, in-store kiosks, self-scanning
devices, and various apps) can affect consumer experiences in the retail industry. We in-
vestigate how these autonomous technologies can benefit both consumers and businesses.
Amazon’s unmanned retailing experience driven by computer vision technology highlights
the critical enabling technologies for autonomous store construction. By reviewing their
applicability in retailing, we provide an overview of the following technology-related
topics: (1) SST, (2) computer vision, and (3) unmanned retail.

2.1. SST

To respond to the increasing labor cost and address operational problems, retailers
have developed and applied several SSTs. The implementation of an SST can simplify
the task of shopping and result in efficient management [10–12]. The term SST is defined
as “a technological interface that enables the customer to enjoy a service independent of
direct service employee involvement [13,14].” Some SST-related studies have identified the
factors that influence the adoption of various SSTs and have justified the investment cost of
SST adoption by highlighting the positive effects of SSTs on customer experience [15–17].

Retailers implementing SSTs can benefit from operational cost reduction, customer
satisfaction improvement, and new customer segmentation. According to some customers,
SSTs provide a superior experience in terms of a convenient shopping channel, enable
time savings at checkout, and allow technology innovations, such as personalized recom-
mendations. Nevertheless, some customers refuse to access SST-driven stores because of
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technology failures and poor user interfaces [7,14,18]. Thus, developing successful SSTs
from the perspective of customer value addition, and not simply operational efficiency,
can improve the service quality and efficiency from both customers’ and employees’ view-
points [13,19–21]. However, most relevant studies have focused on understanding of the
logic of customer behavior in specific activities or experiences. Only a few studies have
approached the topic from a system-centric point of view [22]. Moreover, few studies
have investigated the retail technologies necessary for retailers to actively identify and
understand customer behaviors throughout the shopping journey. The conducted analyses
of in-store human body actions face practical limitations [23].

2.2. Computer Vision

The previous applications of video analytics to in-store retail included customer
counting and determining the traffic flow. Based on its computing ability, the development
of video analytics has evolved from customer tracking, fraud prevention, and identification
of customer interests to customer–product interaction [24–26]. Retailers can benefit from
video analytics to understand in-store customer behavior better, gain insight into customer
engagement, optimize the shop layout, and adjust the marketing campaign strategy of the
store [25,27].

The analysis of customer behavior from computer vision is an important open topic
for retailing [25,28,29]. Computer vision includes the tasks of acquiring, processing, and
analyzing digital images and videos to understand and produce high-level information
to aid human decisions [30]. With machine learning and autonomous planning in the
field of AI, the information provided by computer-vision-based systems can support the
retail service in various areas, such as people detection, product recognition, or people–
product association.

Thus, retailers are adopting AI technologies to improve operational efficiency and
enhance customer experience online and offline [25]. However, computer-vision-based
systems still have considerable scope for improvement in pattern recognition and machine
learning [30,31]. To maintain pace with the development of the aforementioned systems,
retailers are seeking the best practice to demonstrate the ability and verify the availability
of an autonomous store with a computer-vision-based system [22,32].

In-store customer motion can be detected using digital devices. Diverse customer
behaviors can only be recognized by experienced store staff. However, limited research has
been conducted on in-store customer behavior pattern recognition in the entire shopping
journey and response inspection in the retail context. Therefore, to meet the market
requirement, a smart and effective system with sustainability must be constructed for an
autonomous store.

2.3. Unmanned Retail

With the growing economy and technological changes being incorporated in retail
organizations, an increasing number of retailers are choosing to provide additional cost-
effective services to consumers and employees to enhance their experience [3,20,22]. The
convergence of new technologies with SSTs aims to provide customers with an intelligent
system in the shopping context. Critical systems based on shopping channels, such as
smart shelves, intelligent shopping carts, and unmanned stores, are developed to attract
customers [5,23].

In 2017, Amazon opened its “grab-and-go” grocery shopping concept by adopting
advanced technologies to facilitate shoppers to leave the store without going through
a checkout line. Advanced technologies, such as computer vision, sensor fusion, and
mobile payment systems, were integrated into the system for identifying the transactions
occurring between the products and consumers. In addition, the potential for sustainability
and industry impacts was investigated with the help of retail experts. However, only the
self-checkout process has been widely accepted so far, and the costs of implementing and
maintaining this operation remain unknown [22,28].
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Grewal et al. [4] highlighted the future of retailing in the following five key areas:
technology and tools that facilitate decision-making, visual displays and merchandise that
aid in decision-making, consumption and engagement, big data collection and usage, and
analytics and profitability. However, further exploration and evaluation must be conducted
on how integrating technologies into the retail context can enhance customers’ shopping
experience [33–35]. Understanding customer experience has always been one of the most
important issues for retail enterprises. Customer experience is defined as “a multidimen-
sional construct focusing on a customer’s cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and
social responses to a firm’s offerings during the customer’s entire purchase journey.” It
mediates the retail success through marketing, financial, and social drivers [6,7,33,36].

Understanding the in-store customer shopping behavior is a complex task from the
perspective of operational staff but is a relatively simple recognition in this complex activity.
Nevertheless, customer behavior patterns are complicated to recognize in the closed loop
of an unmanned store [23,37]. Moreover, little is known about how advanced technologies
can aid in developing an unmanned retail system.

3. Methodology and Research Design

To develop a smart system with a sustainable user experience, we adopted a design
science methodology to construct and evaluate of the technological artifact required to meet
the qualitative demands of an autonomous store. To extend this methodology to understand
in-store customer behavior, we used action research with semi-supervised learning to
optimize the rule-based knowledge training of the customer behavior recognition systems.
This approach is suitable for increasing the maturity of an autonomous system [38,39].

As presented in Figure 1, a rule-based knowledge set was constructed within a smart
system through human involvement and theoretically evaluated using action research from
the stakeholder perspective. The smart system, which was developed using the design
science methodology, iteratively poses and tests artifacts to achieve the desired result [39].
The processes of designing the smart system and developing the rule-based knowledge set
are described in the following text.
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3.1. System Design

We used a design science methodology to evaluate whether the smart system could
satisfy the requirements for autonomous stores.

A smart system requires the creation and evaluation of sequential activities to ensure
its utility and effectiveness for autonomous store operation. The system is intended to
demonstrate ideas and technical capabilities as well as be applicable for meeting retail
business requirements. In this study, a smart system in an autonomous store is regarded
as an information technology (IT) artifact developed using the design science methodol-
ogy. Design science requires the application of rigorous methods in the construction and
evaluation of the IT artifact and plays an important role in disciplines oriented toward the
creation of successful IT artifacts. This approach focuses on developing an artifact with the
explicit intention of improving its functional performance [40,41].

We developed a system with five core functions by tracking a customer’s actions
and detecting a product’s status in a store. Figure 2 presents the core functions of a
smart system. We used the framework depicted in Figure 2 to design related system
interfaces and evaluate whether a person and an item can be associated when they are
interacting. Our developed smart system has five core functions: the shopping app and
global tracking system, which are developed to identify the person status; item recognition
and inventory management, which are developed to identify the item status; and the
people–item association function, which indicates the binding between a person and an
item. These functions are defined in the following text.
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3.1.1. Shopping App

The shopping app is a digital booklet in the mobile application that maintains personal
information, shopping lists, and preferences to provide assistance to consumers when
shopping in an autonomous store.

3.1.2. Global Tracking

It is a holistic multicamera grid coordinate system that facilitates customer identifica-
tion through the computer vision technology and starts operating when a customer scans
his/her smartphone into a turnstile. Global tracking detects the customer’s interaction with
visual sensing and identifies the item exchanged and replaced through people’s interaction.

3.1.3. Item Recognition

Item recognition refers to the convergence of gravity and visual sensing to the real-time
tracking of items, shelf change events, and specific item information.

3.1.4. Person–Item Association

The person–item association is a mechanism for identifying who picks up or puts back
the items by using multiple sensors and a time stamp. Its functions cover the binding of
people and items as well as automatic billing.
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3.1.5. Inventory Management

Inventory management refers to calculating the number of items required to trigger
replenishment through a gravity sensor, where the position of each item to be picked is
identified using a camera.

3.2. Rule-Based Knowledge Design

We designed a rule-based knowledge set for the developed system to enable it to
pre-recognize customer behavior through user experience. Human involvement can make
the system robust to recognition accuracy risks and accelerate the time to market.

A participant observation-based case study was conducted to investigate the devel-
opment process of the smart system. To interpret assumptions about the observations in
detail and collaboratively explore scientific knowledge regarding customer experiences,
the action research methodology was adopted. This methodology is an interactive process
that aids in problem diagnosis and solution development through collaboration. In this ap-
proach, researchers and clients are involved as coparticipants in the inquiry and exchange
experiences [42,43].

During the research process, the action research methodology was used in an it-
erative sequence of “planning–acting–observing–reflecting” to identify the underlying
factors that aid the developing system in predicting customer behavior in an autonomous
store [44–46]. Stakeholders, such as experienced store staffs and consumers, are involved
in the cyclical process of preliminary diagnosis, action planning, action taking, evaluation,
and reflection learning.

3.2.1. Preliminary Diagnosis

After the development of core functions, the knowledge set was created through
human involvement. Understanding user experience is crucial for retailers. An increased
understanding of user experience in retailing can enhance retail operation and aid in
achieving customer satisfaction. However, the knowledge of user experience did not exist in
the developed system initially. In-store user experience is a combination of knowledge and
practice and requires human involvement. The developed system can obtain knowledge
on user experience by continuously learning and thinking similar to a human.

3.2.2. Action Planning

With the rapid development of innovative stores, we selected a multiformat retail
enterprise that applied the smart system concept to its convenience store in China as
an experimental environment. A convenience store has fewer aisles, less commodities,
and shorter cashier lines than conventional grocery stores or supermarkets do. With an
in-depth knowledge of customer experience and efficient operations, this retail enterprise
began to explore the vaguely perceived concept of sustainable user experience by using
new technologies.

The studied convenience store received approximately 300–400 customers over 24 h.
We set a capacity limitation of 30 people and 600 Stock Keeping Unit for the 40 shelves in
the 160-m2 store space.

The stakeholders were two senior store staff, three experienced consumers, and two AI
technology engineers, who were invited to participate in the analysis of customer behavior
observation and recognition. The store staff, consumers, and engineers played comple-
mentary roles in sharing in-store shopping experiences simultaneously and were involved
in collaboratively assisting in practical customer behavior recognition and explanation.
Table 1 describes each stakeholder’s role and responsibility.
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Table 1. Definition of stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities.

Role Responsibility Number

Store staff

To interpret the possible intention of shoppers in the shopping
journey and provide operation experience in service, such as

product offering, space design, and Stock Keeping
Unit management

2

Experienced
consumer

To share in-store shopping experience and possible reactions in
the browsing, selecting, exchange, and checkout processes 3

Engineer To provide technical practicability in product display, shopper
characteristics, camera setting, and computing capability 2

In a brick-and-mortar store, the conventional shopping process involves customers
entering the store, browsing, selecting products while grabbing a bite, and finally, visiting
the cashier before leaving [6]. In an autonomous store, customers register their personal
information through a mobile app in advance to be identified and admitted into the store.

The in-store customer behavior is captured, identified, tracked, and analyzed using
computer vision technology. The usual activities followed during in-store shopping include
check in, product browsing, product pick up, choice making, and check out.

Some activities are regarded as normal, such as products exchanged through people’s
interaction and replaced by another choice. However, abnormal activities should also be
considered by humans and recorded to be learned as rules by the machine. At the end of
shopping, customers receive a receipt and ask for refund if required.

The “during shopping” stage of the customer shopping process comprises the follow-
ing four normal steps (Figure 3):

• Check in: A customer checks in through a mobile app (QR code). The turnstile opens
after a successful account validation.

• Browse: The customer passes through the turnstile and starts browsing the products.
Many customers can be identified and tracked in the store simultaneously.

• Pick up: If a customer grabs a product, this product is added into a virtual basket.
Moreover, if they place a product back on the shelf, the product is erased from the
virtual basket.

• Check out: A customer completes the purchase, passes the door line on the way out,
and is billed for the picked-up products.
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3.2.3. Action Taking

We emphasized customer behavior and product state for global tracking during
shopping. When developing rules, we assumed that the use cases were based on the
shopping process. Sufficient images captured by videos were analyzed concerning “what
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it is” and were estimated by stakeholders. Thus, any captured and analyzed behavior was
marked with a confidence level (CL) and annotated response strategy as a reference. The
CL was upgraded by the occurrence number of the recognized behaviors. We denoted the
response strategy as “human-assisted” if the occurrence number was less than 101, which
indicates that the system still had to learn to recognize different customer behaviors. The
response strategy was annotated as “self-identified” if the occurrence number exceeds 101,
which indicates that the system can recognize the customer behaviors by itself.

Table 2 presents the definition of CL and its correspondence to the occurrence number
and response strategy. The system was iteratively tested and assisted by human decisions
until it could be self-identified using computer vision technology.

Table 2. Definition of the CL and response strategy.

Confidence Level (CL) Occurrence Number Response Strategy

1 <10 Human-assisted
2 11–100 Human-assisted
3 101–500 Self-identified
4 501–1000 Self-identified
5 >1001 Self-identified

3.2.4. Evaluation

From the stakeholder experience data collected during convenience store operation,
we attempted to converge to a common view to obtain eight rules in Stage I. Then, through
observation and recognition, we increased the number of rules to less than 20 in Stage
II and Stage III. The stakeholders viewed the daily customer shopping journey through
the captured video in a real convenient store environment during the 7-day test period.
We formulated the Stage II observations in the first 3 days and Stage III observations
in the next 4 days and counted the occurrence number of each rule. The captured and
detected customer behaviors were identified and annotated by the stakeholders as normal
or abnormal. The behavior with the response strategy was recognized incrementally to
improve the system’s learning performance. Table 3 describes the rule generation plan in
each stage.

Table 3. Rule generation plan in each stage.

Stage

I II III

Test Period (Day) 1 3 4
Rule Number 8 8 4

Evaluation
Converge to a common
view to obtain
pre-defined rules

Identify and
increment rules by
detecting customer
behaviors

Continue recognizing
rules to improve the
system’s learning
performance

4. Reflection Learning

A convenience store typically sells a range of prepared and ready-to-eat items with
short shopping trips, with the customers looking for a quick and easy purchasing experi-
ence. Efficiently satisfying the customer demands can enhance the customer experience
in a convenience store. Statistics have indicated that on average, a customer takes less
than 5 min to walk in, select and purchase items, and depart. Most of the time is spent on
looking for items and waiting in the checkout line. Often, customers walk out of a store
without making a purchase due to the preferred item being unavailable and the presence
of long checkout lines. Estimating the time spent standing in checkout lines is difficult.

Our study findings provide a preliminary understanding for developing a smart
system for an autonomous store. We determined that a customer completed their shopping
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journey in the convenience store within 3–4 min. More than 90% of customers end up
buying something from the store if they spent more time in browsing and making a choice.
We completed the design and verification of 20 rules, which comprised six rules for the
check-in step, four rules for the browsing step, seven rules for the pick-up step, and
three rules for the checkout step. In each step, we initialized two rules with a normal
type according to the stakeholder’s experience. After performing the observation and
recognition in a real environment, six rules were found to reach CL 5 and two rules each
reached CLs 3 and 4. Table 4 presents the results of rule design and verification.

Table 4. Results of rule design and verification.

Step Rules Type
CL in Stage

I II III

Check in If a customer is alone, they use the mobile app to be permitted to enter the store. Normal 1 5 5

Check in If customers are wearing similar clothes, they are identified separately and considered
overlapping in the store. Normal - 2 3

Check in If a group of friends has only one app, the app account owner identifies each person
wanting to enter with their app and all actions are linked to the same account. Normal 1 2 3

Check in If an employee is at work, they can be identified and permitted to enter the store
through the mobile app but cannot shop. Normal - 1 2

Check in If a customer enters with a kid in the stroller or on the shoulder, they are identified and
tracked using the same account. Normal - 1 2

Check in If a customer’s face is not visible, they are identified by their other body features instead. Abnormal - 1 2

Browse If a customer picks up and then puts back a product, the product is removed from the
virtual basket. Normal 1 5 5

Browse If a product is grabbed at one place and then put back at another place in the store, it is
tracked. The product is removed from the customer’s virtual basket. Normal 1 3 4

Browse If a customer is trying to steal or exchange fake products in an irregular behavior, they
are identified to be tracked and annotated to the mobile app. Abnormal - - 1

Browse If a customer eats a product and then puts back the packaging on the shelf, they are
identified to be charged and annotated to the mobile app. Abnormal - - 1

Pick up If a product is grabbed by a customer, it is added to their virtual basket. Normal 1 5 5

Pick up If two or more items of the same product are grabbed by a customer, these are added to
their virtual basket. Normal - 1 3

Pick up If the product is grabbed and validated in the customer’s hand or bag, it is added to
their virtual basket. Normal 1 5 5

Pick up If a customer passes on a product to another customer, it is identified as a transfer action
and updated in the virtual basket if they are using different accounts. Normal - 1 2

Pick up If a customer grabs a product but not with his hands, this product is identified to be
added to their virtual basket. Abnormal - - 1

Pick up If a customer picks up a product lying on the floor and puts it back on the shelf, this
product is not added to their virtual basket. Abnormal - 1 2

Pick up If a customer enters the store with a product that is also sold in the store, it is recognized
while they are entering the store. Abnormal - 1 3

Check out If a customer passes through the store exit line, they are detected and recognized as
leaving the store. Normal 1 5 5

Check out If a customer passes through the store exit line, they can receive an invoice on the mobile
app with the correct shopping item details and price within 3 min. Normal 1 5 5

Check out If a customer passes through the store exit line and turns back to the exit line
immediately, their shopping process is identified as ongoing. Abnormal - - 1

In the following sections, we discuss the findings of each step.

4.1. Check In

1. Most customers were permitted to enter the store by using the mobile app and
following the rules serially. Few customers were identified as sharing one mobile app,
except for children and a couple. However, in the future, the case in which customers
might not own a mobile phone should also be considered.

2. If the system could not autonomously identify a customer’s characteristic through
computer vision technology, the characteristic was regarded as an abnormal one.

3. Computer vision could precisely capture and identify each customer’s characteristics,
with the key factor being that each customer would stop in front of the turnstile while
scanning the mobile app.
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4.2. Browse

1. We barely found any irregular behavior, such as stealing and eating food in the store.
This phenomenon was observed because the customers were already aware of the
in-store surveillance operation before entering.

2. The action in which a customer put the selected product back in place or left it
anywhere was considered regular. A stakeholder perspective was discussed where
alternatives occurred from the promotion of other products. The customer would
prefer to replace the original one after picking up a product.

3. A store staff was considered to set the products in order within the specified time.
Thus, the autonomous store still involved manual operation for disordered products.

4.3. Pick Up

1. Through customer experience, the process in which a customer picked up a product
and put it into the cart or passed it to other people was regarded as “selected.” At this
moment, the people–item association was recognized. The product was simultane-
ously recognized as “sold” if continuously remaining in a specific customer’s cart.

2. We found that pick-up behaviors were not recognized by a single action from a
customer; other sequential actions, such as putting products in a cart, exchang-
ing products on the shelf, or handing products over to other people, also had to
be considered.

3. The customers browsed products through their eyes instead of touching them because
of the in-store surveillance operation.

4. Customer behaviors were observed and recognized to be more complicated in the
pick-up step because customers spent more time in selecting different products and
making decisions.

4.4. Check Out

1. In this system learning journey, each product was regarded as “paid” in the process
when it, in association with a customer, crossed the checkout line. The system
synchronized a receipt service and inventory operation after the customer passed the
checkout line.

2. We found that a few consumers went back into the store through the checkout line
within 5 min and made repeated attempts of repurchasing or replacing products. This
behavior was regarded as an abnormal action. However, from the perspectives of
in-store staff, the product was regarded as sold once it crossed the checkout line even
if it was put back in place.

3. The product quality degrades if replacing behavior from consumer is not appropri-
ately controlled. Some quality issues related to sold products cannot be solved in the
real environment. An alternative of manually issued refunds is suggested.

5. Future Opportunities

This paper mainly discusses the development of a sustainable user experience in a
smart system. A series of learning processes demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method and its performance. The following topics can be examined in future studies.

5.1. Understanding Complicated Behavior

The customer behavior in a convenience store is relatively simple and involves making
quick choices and decisions in the shopping journey. We designed 20 rules for a developed
smart system through user experience and recognized that a product is selected on behalf
of a customer in terms of the people–item association status. However, unusual situations
still exist; for example, a customer may perform irregular activities, such as unpacking a
product to eat its content, exchanging fake products, or modifying the facing of shelves
while moving products, all of which lead to recognition interference within the system.
Some regular activities, such as keeping a similar product before entering the store, passing
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products to others or people with similar shapes, or wearing similar clothes, may also lead
to misjudgment.

Considerable scope exists for improving an autonomous store in terms of identifying
customer characteristics and understanding customer behavior. Additional practical under-
standing of fine-grained customer behavior can sustain the experience of the smart system.

5.2. Diverse Retail Environment

Retail can be divided into categories, such as specialty shops, convenience stores,
supermarkets, hypermarkets, department stores, shopping malls, and factory outlets.

In this research, we used a convenience store as the experimental environment. We
limited the capacity of people, commodities, and shelves, and we made assumptions about
the time customers tend to remain in such a store. The types of goods, store size, promotion
methods, and the number of checkout counters in convenience stores differ from those
in other types of retail stores. For example, supermarkets sell fresh fruits and vegetables,
department stores have a wider variety of goods, and the shopping malls have a variety of
shops and customer experience areas. Customer behavior and duration in the stores also
differ across store types.

Further understanding of autonomous technologies is necessary for application to
different types of retail stores. For example, more powerful computer vision computing
capabilities or IoT technologies to assist computer recognition capabilities could be used.
Future work can extend this research to improve user experience in autonomous stores.

5.3. Autonomous Store Maturity

At the time of writing this paper, the AI technology is already a major focus of
discussion in the market. For autonomous vehicles, several car manufacturers have adopted
the AI technology to demonstrate systems for the self-driving of cars according to the SAE
International “Levels of Driving Automation” standard. This standard defines six levels of
driving automation and provides an initial regulatory framework to guide manufacturers
and other entities toward the safe design, development, testing, and deployment of highly
automated vehicles [47].

In retailing, the technology behind an autonomous store is already evolving. In
this study, we developed a smart system to detect and track products, recognize human
action, and enable frictionless checkout. However, it is unclear how to verify whether an
autonomous store is smart enough to operate on its own.

Brands and convenience stores have unveiled and demonstrated “smart shops” with
cutting-edge technologies in the retail context. However, inconsistency exists in the “smart
shop” terminology used in the retail industry. Some of this inconsistency is attributed
to single automated and connected cognitive retailing. From the business perspective,
developing a smart shop and ensuring its commercial value are difficult tasks. Different
levels of operating automation must be formulated, from no automation to full autonomy.
“Automation” connotes control or operation by a machine, whereas “autonomy” connotes
acting alone or making decisions independently [21]. It can be determined by technology
adoption whether a store is sufficiently smart to stand with the AI technology.

For example, the lowest level of autonomy (Level 1), namely a human with tools, fea-
tures retail operation managed by human experience. It emphasizes face-to-face customer
daily care in shopping experience. At a level higher (Level 2), namely machines augmenting
humans, feature management is assisted by simple handheld tools and promotion activity
is recommended by the store staff. At this level, technology for single-point functionality
in a store is adopted. At a further level (Level 3), collaborative machines, a system-based
sales operation, and partial sensor detection are adopted. In retailing, consumption data
are used to increase the quality of customer service and improve the operational efficiency.
The next advanced level (Level 4), which involves humans augmenting machines, lever-
ages robotics into retail systems to work together to optimize functions such as customer
experience, forecasting, and inventory management. The highest level (Level 5), which
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involves autonomous machines, completely uses AI technologies, such as computer vision,
to introduce near-real-time intelligence to stores. In this stage, more context-aware services
are unlocked, such as on-demand recommendation, unconscious checkout, and seamless
shopping experience.

The aforementioned levels of an autonomous store help eliminate confusion by provid-
ing clarity in retailing. Autonomous stores exhibit certain characteristics that distinguish
them from the maturity of technology adoption. Due to these characteristics, autonomous
stores can be accurately understood in more widespread use.

6. Conclusions

Technology is playing an increasingly important role in retailing, which has led to
the introduction of the retail service in an autonomous store. To achieve lower labor costs
and greater operational efficiency, retail enterprises are seeking sustainable approaches
for providing their technological capabilities. For retailing to be sustainable in the future,
unmanned retailing is essential.

An autonomous store operates entirely or mostly without any human intervention
and is critical to a smart system’s success. A customer can walk in a store, quickly find
items and grab them, and directly walk out with a frictionless experience. To sustain this
customer experience, a smart system can gradually understand customer behaviors from
the aspects of their shopping journey and improve the store’s daily operation efficiency.

In this study, we developed an IT artifact that can guide the design of a smart system
in an autonomous store and designed rules to enable the system to learn and understand
in-store customer behaviors. By adopting the action research methodology, experienced
retail stakeholders were involved in enabling the system to recognize diverse actions from
customers. The pick-up step comprised the highest number of complicated behaviors
because it involved making choices or interactions with others.

This study conducted analyses of in-store human body actions by actively identifying
and understanding customer behaviors during the shopping journey. By developing a
smart system and designing a rule-based knowledge set, autonomous stores can be imple-
mented that understand in-store customer shopping behaviors through user experience in
a sustainable manner.

An autonomous store with computer vision technology still faces numerous challenges
that remain to be addressed, such as unpredicted customer behaviors, customer interaction
behaviors, or more complicated retail contexts. Other influencing factors from retail
operation, such as increasing traffic and sales promotion, were not considered in this study.

This study focused on the future work to be conducted in autonomous store develop-
ment and implementation. We believe that the computer vision technology will become a
promising approach for the development of a smart system in an autonomous store. Future
studies should conduct further research on creating a rule-based knowledge set to improve
the quality of computer vision.
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